Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.

**PRODUCT DATASHEET**

**Disney 3AAA Lights**

**BUZ33AE, CAR33AE, PRN33AE, TINK33AE**

**KID-FRIENDLY**
- Easy to operate slide switch with momentary on button
- Slim tapered shape for small hands

**LONG-LASTING**
- Provides light for up to 133 hours between battery changes with Energizer® MAX® batteries
- Lifetime LED never needs replacing

**FUN**
- Themed charms on wrist lanyards
- Colorful character graphics on light body

**POWERFUL**
- Illuminates objects up to 14 meters away

The fun lasts a long time with the Energizer® Disney 3AAA Lights. Easy to operate and easy to hold, it is an ideal light for children. They emit a soft glow rather than a harsh light. Screws secure the battery compartments, keeping tiny fingers out. Each light features a themed charm on the wrist lanyard and colorful graphics of the featured characters.

**Product Detail:**
- **Designation:** Energizer Disney 3AAA Flashlights
- **Model:** BUZ33AE, CAR33AE, PRN33AE, TINK33AE
- **Color:** Various
- **Power Source:** Three “AAA”
- **ANSI/NEMA:** Series 24
- **Lamp:** One White LED
- **Lamp Life (hr):** Lifetime
- **Light Output (lumens):** 3
- **Run Time (hr/min):** 133
- **Beam Distance (m):** 14
- **Peak Beam Intensity (cd):** 49
- **Typical Weight:** 56.9 grams without batteries
- **Dimensions (mm):** 35 x 158

**Performance:**
- **Run Time**
  - Continuous Drain to End of Usable Light (21°C)

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.
Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.
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